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1. Introduction
• Chinese strategy with LAC is one step further which permits a
better understanding of what Chinese leaders seek to do for taking
a bigger role in shaping the international system
• The LAC case allows for understanding better what is concretely
the Xi Linping’s “Chinese dream”: an adaptation of the People’s
Liberation Army, Colonel Liu Mingfu’s goal to restore China to its
historical glory for taking over the US as global leader (cfr. his 2009
Book: The China Dream: Great Power Thinking and Strategic
Posture in the Post-American Era); Xi reached to rallied both the
reformists and the army conservatives around a hegemon Dream
• Chinese regime depends upon a balance between conservative
nationalists/Army and reformist nationalists: the opening option
(Deng and following leaders) and its growth results increase the
weight of reformists but reforms need unity and public opinion
support => Chinese dream allows for converging visions: economy
needs peace & cooperation, nationalism needs external conflicts

1. Introduction

• Our Method: first to try to understand what is the Chinese global
strategy but internal struggle between reformists and PLA
• => we apply “Marxist economic history” method: macroeconomics
+ history + geography
=> results are all the more clear: facts + discourses:
1) peaceful coexistence needed for development domestic strategy
and preventing conflict with the US (fear of US interventions)
2) Inspired by Japanese and NIEs success => using trade and FDI
3) => Investment in export industries => generating technology
transfer => joining global value chains of production => big trade
surplus (deviating world demand = exporting unemployment) =>
undervaluation of exchange rate => accumulation of reserves in US
Tbills => strategic lever upon the US economy => rebalancing
multilateralism => speaking on equal foot with the US => soft power
attracting others
• China-LAC relation fits perfectly into such a long-term strategy

2. The game is over
• On 9 November 2016, the US review “Foreign Policy” made a
provocative but farsighted announcement: “China just won the
Presidential election”, not Trump
• Proofs: since Davos in January 2017 two reverse strategies, both
turning back to their traditional stances: Xi Linping defending free
trade & multilateral order - and opening “Silk road” to Latin
America, while Trump withdrawing from multilateralism and
rejecting the pillars of past US and global prosperity with primitive
protectionism “America first”, threatening Latin American trade
• Trump’s withdrawal from 1) TPP & TTIP 2) NAFTA 3) Paris Climate
agreement, 4) UN pact on migration 5) threat UN system
• Confrontational US => promoting suddenly China as the first leader
for meeting the main global challenges: trade, environment,
multilateral governance (even on migrant rights!!)
• Clear contrast between the two leaders illustrates the opposition
between short-termism (populism) and farsighted rational strategy

3. Has China changed its strategy?
• YES it has, but = a mere natural step in the adjustment path of its
policies – both domestic and external - towards the programed
long-term goal of global leadership as a law of history (normality)
• YES the means do change for taking over the US leadership and
developing both a hard and a soft power necessary for recovering
the lost superiority: logical evolution of global economy and values
• NO it hasn’t waited for Trump’s strategic mistakes to schedule its
global hegemonic plan, Trump is a windfall gain making China to
win at least one decade, jumping over several steps in a single shot
and many new additional allied countries
• NO it hasn’t changed the peaceful strategy chosen by China for
catching up with the US i.e. China needs peace and the present
market globalization for reaching its goals; Xi’s use of Chinese
hegemonic dream is instrumental for getting support from the
military hawks and the conservatives opposed to his reforms

3. Has China changed its strategy?

• => changes are very gradual and started with the WTO accession in
2001 and were scheduled more than 15 years ago,
• Implemented under cautious and progressive steps in the still
dominant Deng’s strategy for “low profile”
• accelerated since the global crisis of 2008-09
• Western crisis ended the Chinese inferiority complex, was
understood as the beginning of the end of Western democracies
and their historical global powers
• No need to fight Western societies because what China sees as the
contradiction of democracy would do the job internally: Western
democracies would disappear by internal populist divisions and
“elections against democracy”,
• Crisis strengthened the Chinese conviction their option was the
right one but conditioned to reforms towards more political
centralization (demand side) and more economic decentralization
(supply side)

4. A single strategy in five times: main steps in
Chinese power recovery

• Step 1: 1978-1997 the pragmatic reforms: “Den Xiaoping's cat for
catching mousses” with regulated market uses and planification of
external opening (Imports & FDI) for getting capital, technology,
management =>preparing the supply for generating export
surpluses (“free riding the system” Deng’s hide capacity)
• Step 2: 1997-2007 using the multilateral order and the US dollar
system for strengthening export strategy along Global Value Chains
ensuring export access for economies of scales and technology
transfers => mercantilist strategy: exporting unemployment by
cutting domestic consumption for exporting excess of saving while
investing in massive conquest of export markets (X-M)=(S-I)>0
• C/Y down from 52% in the 1980s to 46% in the 1990s, to 40% in
2005, to 34% in 2010 => increase of Savings > increase in
Investment: S-I = X-M = 10% of GDP => Foreign Reserves = US $
4.000 bn (of which a lot of US Tbills)
• => FDI and Autonomy => adjustment feasible
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4. A single strategy in five times: main steps in
Chinese
power
recovery
In Step 1 & 2, the US $ international system was an essential component of the
Chinese strategy based upon a growing US trade deficit and becoming the
“consumer-of-last-resort”
The international role of the US $ allows for an increasing automatic loan from
the Rest of the World to the US economy as far as the World demand for
exchange-reserves in US $ rises
=> allows for the US to ignore external constraint and to get into raising external
current account deficit automatically financed by increasing demand for
reserves
=> creates a need for more Keynesian demand policies in the US in order to
make up for US losses of jobs due to trade deficits but by growing indebtedness
=> FED creating more US$ => China buying them for preventing exchange-rate
appreciation => investing them into US economy by buying US Treasury bonds =
FED financing Chinese surpluses
=> growing global imbalances: US deficit = Chinese surpluses
Both sides believe to win: the US in the short-run since more debts maintaining
demand growth, China with the US $ financing its surpluses, winning markets,
becoming the main US creditor and making the US Banks to increase their

4. A single strategy in five times: main steps in
Chinese power recovery

• This vicious circle of the US $ system was coined by Robert Triffin
the “built-in destabilizer” well before the Chinese emergence
• Chinese demand for US$ reserves => lower US interest-rate => less
fiscal discipline => excess of absorption => global imbalances =>
more Chinese exports
• => less US jobs => FED must react and apply Keynesian stimulates
=> multiplication abroad => + demand for reserves for resisting US$
depreciation against renmimbi & growing financial risks: FED feeds
imbalances and the excess of saving by China (and other emerging
economies)
• => + imbalances => + demand for US Keynesian policies => +
liquidity creation (FED feeds the imbalances) => + demand for
reserves
• => more power for China

4. A single strategy in five times: main steps in
Chinese power recovery
• Step 3: 2008-2012 preparing the model adjustment both domestic
and international for realizing the “Chinese dream”; but internal
struggles between Army and economists; global financial crisis
accelerated the awareness of China resilience but also the need for
adjusting before populism resulting from the Western crisis would
sanction Chinese export penetration: 2 reactions: 1) Central Bank
Governor Zhou’s discourse of March 2009 invocating the Triffin’s
criticism of the US$ 2) the victory of Xi Linping inside the CCP
• Step 4: 2013-2017 implementing the double change of model for
meeting the conditions for competing to global hegemony: “the
new normality” and the “Belt & Road Initiative” as a “win-win
game” for LDCs and organizing a soft power policy
• Step 5: 2017-2021 implementing a welfare state and a sustainable
growth model (2021 = centenary of the CCP) for reaching the final
goal of being the single superpower in 2049 = centenary of the PCR

4. The scheduled squeeze of consumption for
ensuring the saving surplus in steps 1 to 4…

4. …for accumulating liquid reserves
in US $

4. Scheduled Structural adjustment

4. industrial strategy along GVCs

4. industrial strategy along GVCs: less import
content in exports

4. industrial strategy along GVCs: less import
content in exports

4. Chinese strategy for increase value added in
exports and decreasing import content

5. The « new normality » for
recovering historical superiority

• Normality is implicitly the natural Chinese historical & cultural
superiority since 5.000 years, lost during the “humiliating century”
provoked by Western imperialism.
• Normality implies 2 main reforms: adjustment of the economic
model together with proactive foreign policy in global governance
• First step: domestic changes for answering to public anger and
protests by rebalancing the economic model and reforming the
CCP: fight against corruption by more centralization at the top and
more decentralization in the economy
• Economic changes were technically well prepared and bargained
with Bretton Woods institutions from 2009 to 2012
• Key document is the joint World Bank – Development Research
Center of the State Council: “Building a Modern, Harmonious, and
Creative High-Income Society” 2012
• Upon this document was shaped a new strategy with a new team

5. The Xi’s « Chinese dream » or
recognition of cultural superiority

• in CCP, the election of Xi Linping and his group in 2012 and 2013,
• Xi’s “Chinese dream” is a new key-narrative launched in 2013 for
structuring the reforms under central author of the CCP.
• In one year, more than 8.000 articles in China describing it
• double purpose: (i) to issue a domestic “rejuvenation” message for
ensuring the citizen support to new reforms by drawing upon
Chinese roots for giving to people hopes for governance and
welfare improvement while strengthening CCP centralization (ii) to
emphasize towards the international community that China will
take increasing great power responsibility and therefore needs
international respect and treatment on equal footing with the US;
China wants to “shape” the international system as a “win-win
game” since peace and harmony are ideals pursued by Chinese
culture over thousands of years
• The Xi’s dream expresses the move from inferiority to superiority

5.1. The « new normality »: adjusting
the Chinese economic model

• Normality implies to reverse the respective roles of state and
market i.e. moving from a “socialist economy with markets” to a
“market economy with socialism”
• = strong political control deciding the finalities (final demand,
balance between public and private goods and consumption) but
decentralized the means of production (competition on the supply
side by spurring individual incentives, economic responsibilities
and privatizations) for creating an innovative society with universal
social protection (including for migrants workers) and sustainable
environment (answering to popular pressures)
• = Rebalancing investment and consumption,
• = Rebalancing export-led-growth and domestic-demand-ledgrowth for showing global responsibility to international
community

5.2. New Normality = adjusting foreign policy
From 韬光养 晦 to 奋发有为,
« Tao Guang Yang Hui » => « Fen Fa You Wei”
or from “hide capabilities and keep a low profile” to
“striving for achievement”
• These changes were announced explicitly with the designation of
Xi Linping as Secretary General of the CPC in October 2012 “…work
for realising the great revival of the Chinese nation in order to let
the Chinese nation stand more firmly and powerfully among all
nations around the world and make a greater contribution to
mankind”.
• and his discourse as new President (17/03/2013) claiming the
“Chinese dream” which needs to abandon the Deng Xiaoping ‘s
“hide capabilities and keep a low profile” and announcing clearly
taking a proactive role in global governance for ruling the world
• “As its strength grows, China will assume more international
responsibilities and obligations within the scope of its
capabilities and make greater contribution to the noble cause of

5.2. New Normality = adjusting foreign policy

• Xi’s Chinese dream = big changes in the way that China engages
with the international system:
1) to take on more international responsibilities, but also to
“shape” the international system by presenting Chinese ideas and
solutions to international conflicts and crises.
2) China wants respect and to be treated on equal footing as the US,
3) China will never compromise on China’s sovereignty and core
interests in its region and will develop a defensive military policy

6. The Belt & Road Initiative (BRI)
• Main instrument of new foreign policies is the “Silk Road”
becoming the “Belt and Road initiative” (BRI) and its proposition to
less developed countries to meet their needs in an explicit win-win
game of a new development strategy
• The “Silk Road” moved fast from a regional infrastructure plan to a
global development strategy for meeting the LDCs’ needs better
than any other organization or power
• = Chinese soft power tool, continuation of China’s peaceful
development strategy by showing solidarity with LDCs and proving
commitment to helping other countries and “providing more
public goods for the international community” (Wang, UN 2013)
• LAC is a “natural extension of the Maritime Silk Road…the region is
an indispensable participant in the construction of the BRI”
(Foreign Minister Wang Yi, January 2018)
• Silk Road + Maritime roads + digital road + financing roads
• Strong impact upon debt levels and dependency from China
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II. The China – LAC relations
1. Historical overview
Since the 1970 China diplomatic relations with LAC countries have
been function of 1) “one-China policy” (Taiwan)” 2) economic
importance for China 3) pragmatic and not ideological
During the 1970s and 80s diplomatic relations demanded by anticommunist dictatorships (moved by search for balancing U.S.
influence through their relations with China)
The most important countries for China are Brazil, Argentina,
Mexico, and Chile, paradoxically, the least important are those
whose motivations are mainly political (Cuba and Venezuela)
The importance of LAC in Chinese strategy is a result of the growth
of Chinese global trade and the need to ensure safe access to keycommodities imports (food, metals) but not as a result of a specific
policy before 2000s, except with Brazil (1994).
Complementary trade: commodities against manufacturing goods
except with Mexico (competing)
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II. The China – LAC relations
1. Historical overview
In the years 2000s, WTO accession, China extended its trade
penetration policy but presented as a South-South policy (among
LDCs in the frame of WTO rules), military development are low,
only in technological cooperation with Brazil and Argentina
=> LAC is just part of the mercantilist strategy of China invading
commercially the markets for controlling the GVCs (raw materials)
Institutionalization: 2004 OAS, 2008 first policy paper, 2008
adhesion to IDB, 2013 PA, 2015 China-CELAC Forum, 2015 -2019
plan for LAC, 2016 2d LAC policy paper, 2017 BRI opens to LAC
From 2013 => more assertive policy but remaining cautious for not
provoking directly the US in its backyard
From 2017, Trumps mistakes open the doors to China, extending its
Belt and Road Initiative to LAC as a soft power argument
Brazil: First client: Cardoso’s initiative, 1994 Brazil upgraded as first
“strategic partner” (iron, soybean, technologies + UN & WTO

1. Historical overview of China – LAC relations
• 1995 Brazilian investment in China (Petrobras, CVRD-steel,
Embraco, Embraer, satellites), 1997 creation of China-Mercosur
dialogue Forum
• In the context of WTO, 2001 Yiang Zeming’s visit to LAC, starting
with Chile and the CEPAL (UN): presented as a “solidarity SouthSouth” relations, China seeks more security for its trade (food,
commodities) and for getting access for manufactured goods and
investments => strong trade growth but as elsewhere
• In 2004, soft extension to military cooperation (defense officials
from the PRC made 20 visits to Latin American and Caribbean
nations, while 9 LAC defense authorities visited the PRC
• In late 2004, Brazil opened its transport sector to Chinese
companies (railway Santos-Chile) + many agreements +
cooperation to provide a “soft balance” to U.S. power in LAC +
coalition against US/EU position in WTO (Doha) but 15 dumping
disputes claimed by Brazil against China at WTO

1. Historical overview of China – LAC relation
• Argentina: China agreed to buy Argentine nuclear reactors and to
cooperate in space satellites, invested in coal and railways, jointpeacekeeping forces in Haiti, upgraded to “strategic partner” for
getting Argentinean support at WTO (market economy), but 40
anti-dumping cases against Chinese exports, and opposition to a
free trade Treaty Mercosur – China in 2004, also opposite in Doha
as China protects agriculture and uses export subsidies
• Chile: first to support China in UN in 1970, under Pinochet 1978
mixed commission for developing cooperation, China support to
Chile claim upon Antartica, at WTO, as market economy, 2005
bilateral Sino-Chilean free-trade Treaty, non-politicized relations
but not upgraded as strategic partner
• Mexico: upgraded strategic partner in 2004 after supporting China
accession to IDB; lot of trade conflicts as Chinese imports
destroyed Mexican jobs with huge trade deficit with China
• Venezuela: upgraded to strategic partner in 2001 for political

1. Historical overview of China – LAC relation
• Cuba: relations relatively less friendly than it was expected. First,
as a result of the USSR/China conflict from the mid-sixties, with
even negative policies (suspension of Chinese import of sugar and
export of rice in 1966, Fidel’s verbal aggression)…Later, direct
conflict about the Chinese reforms, accused by Fidel Castro of
“betraying socialism”, recently improvement, but low economic
interest from China (except for Cuban Nickel), Cuban exports to
China were equal to 15 percent of Cuban imports from China
• Panama: becoming China’s gateway to LAC, 47 agreements + BRI
• Trade Treaties: Free trade with Chile (2006), Peru (2010), Costa Rica
(2011), Panama (on course in 2018)
• Visits of Presidents: Xi visited 12 countries in 5 years, more than
Obama and Trump in 10 years
• Growth of China’s trade with Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico
had little impact on their voting behavior in the U.N. General
Assembly, only Cuba shows an alignment.

2. Trade flows
• Trade boom in the 2000s = result of Chinese spectacular growth, =>
complementarity trade (not at all due to LAC performances)
• 1) => asymmetric relation: for China LAC remains mainly a marginal
market (5.4% of its exports) while for LAC exports China is in the
top clients (becoming the No. 1 trade partner of several
commodity-rich South American countries, such as Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, and Peru).
• Except for Chile (copper = 20% Chinese needs), Argentina and Brazil
(food = 1/3 of Chinese imports), and Panama (free zone redispaching trade)
• 2) => Re-primarization of LA export structures (commodity boom)
and destruction of infant-industrialization, especially in Mexico
which did not benefit from the commodity-boom
• Xi Linping’s attempt to move beyond commodity-based trade =>
investment and financing ties to forge infrastructure cooperation
and to rebalance GVCs with a “new model of development”

2. Structure of LAC trade to AE and to China
Medium & High skill/technology export
Processed commodities/low skill exp
Unprocessed commodities export
Share in total exports
Value of exports in trillions of US $

The structure of LAC trade with China
is « neo-colonial » while with
developed economies it is getting
favorable to industrial development.
This is especially clear in next Chart;
for trade with South America
(importing manufactured against
commodities), while with Central
America and Mexico the trade is
directly in competition with
manufacturing goods produced by
these economies

2. Trade flows

2. High dependency for specific goods

2. High dependency for specific goods

3. Infrastructures contracts in LAC

LAC is the third region in this kind of activity « clefs en
mains »
Asia = 45% Africa = 36% LAC = 11%
Main countries: Venezuela (38.3%) Brazil (15.4%)
Equator (12,9%) Mexico (6,6%) Argentina (5,3%)

4. Chinese FDI inflows to LAC

4. FDI inflows from China to LAC

4. Official Financial flows

4. Official Financial inflows: structure by countries

5. The new Xi’s policies with LAC
• The “1+3+6″cooperation framework” was first announced during President Xi
Jinping’s trip to Fortaleza, Brazil for the BRICS Summit in 2014.
• The “1” here means one plan, referring to the China-CELAC Cooperation Plan
(2015-2019), which was made public following the China-CELAC ministerial
meeting in Beijing in January 2015.
• The “3” refers to the economic “engines” – trade, investment, and financial
cooperation – that will drive China’s relations with the region.
• And the “6” in this framework refers to the six industries in which China will focus
its attention (and money) in the coming years: energy and resources,
infrastructure construction, agriculture, manufacturing, scientific and
technological innovation, and information technologies.
• The “3x3” model: logistics, electricity and information to move in enterprise,
society and government and through three financing channels of funds, credit
loans and insurance
• The 2d China's Policy Paper on LAC – 2016 covers the most ambitious
comprehensive cooperation: everything: democracy, rule of law, trade,
infrastructure, environment, science, culture, to promote multilateralism, global
governance reform, open world economic system etc.
• It looks as a copy paste of the EU cooperation

5. The new Xi’s policies with LAC

CONCLUSIONS
Chinese success represents both very positive aspects but
exposing LAC to high risks
On the positive side: the main advantage is to get a strong
defender of multilateralism in a multi-polar world, offering
what the other powers were unable to provide for closing
the infrastructure and educational gap, proposing new
kind of cooperation and development model (close to EU)
On the risk aspects: other kind of dependency or
hegemony, risk of over-indebtedness, other kind of
cultural superiority, risks of supporting and exporting
authoritarian political regimes
EU-CELAC summit diplomacy could be helpful for creating
“checks-&-balances”, dialogue with China and alternative
cooperative model

